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ABSTRACT
In this work we extend the domain-theoretic approach of the generalized Riemann 
integral introduced by A. Edalat in 1995. We begin by laying down a related theory 
of general Riemann integration for bounded real-valued functions on an arbitrary 
set X  with a finitely additive measure on an algebra of subsets of X .  Based on the 
theory developed we obtain a formula to calculate integral of a  bounded function in 
terms of the regular Riemann integral. By the classical extension theorems on set 
functions we can further extend this generalized Riemann integral to more general 
set functions such as valuations on lattices of subsets. For the setting of bounded 
functions defined on a continuous domain D  with a Borel measure for the Scott 
topology, we can compute the Riemann integral of a  function effectively and so 
the value of the integral can be obtained up to  a given accuracy. By invoking the 
results of J. Lawson we can extend this type of Riemann integral to maximal point 
spaces, as a  special case of the Polish spaces. Furtherm ore we show tha t when X  is 
a  compact m etric space, our approach of Riemann integration is equivalent to the 
generalized Riemami integration introduced by A. Edalat in the sense that the two 
integrals yield the same value. Finally we prove that the approach of integration 
taken by R. Heckinann is equivalent to our approach, and the values of the integrals 
are the same.
IV
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
The theory of Riemann integration of real-valued functions was developed by 
Fourier, Cauchy, Dirichlet, Riemann and Darboux, along with other mathematicians 
of the last century. W ith its simple and constructive features it became as it is today 
a foundation of calculus with applications in all fields of sciences. Even shortly after 
this theory was introduced, mathem aticians of the era realized tha t the integral 
had serious shortcomings. In particular the integral was only defined for bounded 
functions defined on bounded intervals. In order to define integials for unbounded 
functions or functions defined on unbounded intervals, a  special integral called the 
Cauchy-Riemann integral was introduced. In addition to this deficiency, the theory 
has other limitations in the following areas:
(1) It treats only integration of functions defined on R” .
(2) It covers only integration with respect to the usual measure on R” .
(3) It has no regularity, i.e., it lacks suitable convergence properties.
(4) The theory lacks completeness properties.
(5) A function whose set of discontinuities has non-zero measure does not have 
a Riemann integral.
In the early years of tliis century, Lebesgue and Borel, among other m athem ati­
cians, laid the foundation of a  new theory of integration which is now called the 
Lebesgue integral. This integral overcame most of the lim itations of the Riemann 
integration theory. The practical advantages of the Lebesgue integral have mostly 
to do with the interchange of the integral with other limit operations, such as sums,
1
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other integrals, differentiation, and the like. Since its inception the Lebesgue inte­
gral has continued to evolve and is recognized as basic for integration theory. The 
construction of the Lebesgue integral is in sharp contrast to tha t of the Riemann 
integral. In the theory of the Riemann integral, the domain of a given function is 
partitioned and the integral of the function is approximated by the lower and upper 
Darboux sums with respect to the partition, while in the theory of the Lebesgue 
integral, the range of a given function is partitioned, and the integral is defined as 
the least upper bound of integrals of the simple functions induced by the partition. 
Compared with the theory of Riemann integration, the theory of the Lebesgue inte­
gral is mucli less constructive. From the computational point of view, the theory of 
the Lebesgue integral is not satisfactory. This theory is usually viewed as a research 
or advanced theory of integration by many m athem aticians. Therefore the Riemann 
theory of integration remains the preferred one in everyday practice.
There have been several attem pts to generalize the theory of the Riemann 
integration. T he most successful one is the Riemann-Stieltjes integral. This integral 
has found many applications in probability theory and stochastic processes. In 
euldition to the Riemann-Stieltjes integral, there are two other types of generalized 
Riemann integrals in the Uteratme, namely, the McShane and the Henstock integrals 
[16, 28]. The constm ctions of these two integrals are similar to the construction of 
the classical Riem ann integral, i.e., dividing the domain of a given function, but with 
a tagged partition. The McShane integral turns out to be equivalent to the Lebesgue 
integral, while the  Henstock integral (also called Henstock-Kurzweil integral) is a
2
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generalization in the sense tha t the class of the Lebesgue integrable functions is 
a proper subset of the class of the Henstock integrable functions. The Henstock 
integral has the property th a t every continuous, nearly everywhere differentiable 
function can be recovered by integration from its derivative. This property, which 
does not hold for the Riemann or Lebesgue integrals, was historically the main 
motivation behind the definition of these types of integrals. As pointed out in [14], 
this theory, like the theory of the Lebesgue integral, lacks the effective framework 
and constructive features needed for computation.
The domain-theoretic approach of the generalized Riemann integral was intro­
duced by E dalat [7, 14]. As its name indicates, this approach is based on the theory 
and techniques of the domain theory and its applications. Domain theory was in­
troduced by D ana Scott in 1970 [31] as a m athem atical theory of com putation in 
the semantics of programming languages. It has been intensively investigated for 
the last two decades. In the last fews years a new direction for applications of do­
mains in com putation on classical spaces in m athem atics has emerged. The main 
idea of this approach is the following: given a topological space X ,  we need to 
find a com putational environment, i.e., some appropriate domain sucli that X  can 
be embedded onto some subset of this domain D,  specifically, onto the subset of 
maximal points of the domain D.  Once this embedding is established, we obtain a 
nice presentation of X  and a simple computational model for space X .  This em­
bedding also provides an effective structure on X  and in this case we can discuss 
computability of elements in X .  One specific application of the idea above was de-
3
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veloped by Edalat over the last few years [6, 7]. He showed tha t when a topological 
Hausdorff space is embedded onto the subset of maximal points of its upper space of 
compact subsets, i.e., the subset of singletons, then the Borel measures on the space 
can be embedded onto the maximal elements in the probabilistic powerdomain of 
the upper space. By this embedding it is possible to approximate Borel measures; 
hence this provides an order-theoretic version of approximation of Borel measures. 
Furthermore, the probabilistic powerdomain contains completely “new measures” 
and in many circumstances allows the construction of an increasing chain of approx­
imating measures to a desired Borel measure. W ith this very effective and powerful 
tool Edalat in [8] introduced a novel approach to integration theory, the R-integral 
as it is called. This domain-theoretic approach to integration defines integrals of 
bounded functions on a compact metric space with respect to a Borel measure. 
W ith approximating measures for a given Borel measure he introduced generalized 
lower and upper Darboux sums, and then the R-integral. This theory overcomes 
the deficiencies we indicated earlier. More importantly, this theory preserves the 
constructive features of the Riemaim integration. In addition, Edalat applied the 
theory in a  wide variety of settings such as dynamical systems, image compression, 
neural networks, and stochastic processes [7, 8, 9, 13].
Our purpose in this dissertation is to extend, generalize, and develop this ap­
proach of the generalized Riemann integration introduced by Edalat, as briefly 
sketched above. We extend the theory to a general framework when % is a sep­
arable complete metric space. Furthermore, by applying a nice result by Lawson
4
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[25, 26], which indicates the connection between the Polish spaces and spaces of 
maximal points, we can even generalize this theory for X  being a space of maximal 
points.
In Chapter 2 we first introduce the concept of the generalized Riemann integral, 
called the Riemann-like integral, for a  bounded function /  : X  —> M, where X  is 
an arbitrary set with an algebra A  of subsets of X  and is given as a finitely 
additive measure on A.  Parallel to the theory of the classical Riemann integral, we 
lay down foundation for the Riemann-like integral. Then we can derive a  method 
to compute the Riemann-like integral of a  given function with respect to fj.^ on X .
In Chapter 3 we extend the previous chapter; we use different classes of subsets 
of X  to  partition X  and correspondingly we have different set functions. Conse­
quently we obtain different variants of integrals. We consider cases such as /xs is 
defined on a  semi-algebra of subsets S  of X  and /  is a  bounded and «S-measurable 
function, or fxc is defined on a lattice C of subsets of X  as a  valuation on C. Fur­
thermore when X  is a  topological space then Ù can be chosen as a lattice of open 
subsets of X , or even crescent subsets. Then from the classical extension theorems 
we can extend / xs ,nc  to the algebra A  generated by these classes of subsets. Thus 
we can extend the integration theory for these cases to that defined in Chapter 2. 
Consequently we obtain similar formulas to calculate integrals.
In Chapter 4 we look a t the case when the space X  is a continuous domain 
D  with the Scott topology, /  is an order-preserving function and ^  is a continuous 
valuation. Then by the theory developed in previous two chapters, we can effectively
5
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calculate integrals of order-preserving functions on D.  By Jones’ result in [19] that 
the probabilistic power domain of a continuous domain is also continuous with 
simple valuations as a basis, we are able to calculate effectively the integral of a 
Scott continuous function with resect to  a  Borel measure of the Scott open subsets. 
In this way we can approximate the integral within its e-neighborhood. Hence 
generally we are able to compute approximately the expected value for continuous 
functions within this range.
In C hapter 5 we first review the im portant concept of a maximal point space 
introduced by Lawson [25, 26]. Then with help of previous chapters, we can calculate 
integrals of functions defined on maximal point spaces. By the result by Lawson 
[25] giving the equivalence of maximal point spaces and the Polish spaces, we are 
able to  develop a  theory of integration on complete separable metric spaces, i.e., 
the Polish spaces. Thus we extend successfully the Riemann integral to Polish 
spaces. Consequently, when % is a  compact metric space, we show our approach of 
calculating the integral is equivalent to the approach of Edalat [7] and two integrals 
yield the same value.
In C hapter 6 we look a t approacli to integration theory taken by Heckmann 
[18]. Consider tha t X  is a topological space and /  G [AT R+]i. Integration is 
defined as a  function I : [% —> K+]i ® V X  -+ R+ which is continuous in the
J x
two argum ents separately, where VAC is the set of all Scott continuous valuations 
and [X R+]i is the Isbell function space. Then by the results from Section 2.3, 
Section 3.3 and Section 4.3 we can show th a t our approach and his approach are
6
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essentially equivalent. Moreover we can prove that the values of the two integrals 
yield the same value.
Finally we need to mention tha t there are still many questions remaining, 
especially in the areas of application of the theory to probability and stochastic 
processes. Because our approach is more general than Edalat’s, from the many 
apphcations he mentioned in [7, 8, 9, 13], we have a  glimps of possible applications 
of this approach of the Riemann integration via domain.
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CHAPTER 2. RIEMANN-LIKE INTEGRATION
In this chapter we first give standard dehnitions of an algebra A  of subsets of 
X  and a finitely additive measure /j on the algebra. Then we develop the theory 
of the Riemann-like integration of function /  : X  —► K, where X  is a  set and R  is 
the real line. We show that any function /  which is bounded and measurable with 
respect to  A  is integrable with respect to the  measure /x. We also derive a formula 
to compute the integral of / .
2.1 Algebras of Sets and Measures
Let X  be a non-empty set and .4 be a non-empty collection of subsets of X , 
i.e., A  Ç P (X ) , where P ( X )  is the power set of X .
D efin itio n  1. A non-em pty collection A  o f subsets o f X  is a  ring i f  and only i f  (i) 
0 G A; (ii) A , B e A  implies A  D B  E A; (Hi) A , B  E A  implies A \B  E A . I f  in 
addition to  (i)-(iii), A  satisfies: (iv) X  E A , then A  is called an algebra.
It is clear from the definition th a t an algebra A  is closed under finite unions 
and finite intersections, and also closed under complementation.
E x a m p le  1. (i) It is clear that A  =  P { X )  is an algebra, where P{X)  is the powerset 
of X ; (ii) Let A  = {0, X}. Then 4  is an algebra.
D e fin itio n  2. A function /x : A [0, oo) is called a finitely additive measure if  (i) 
p{0) = 0 and (ii) for all A , B  E A  with  A D .B =  0, /x(A U B)  = /x(A) -+■ p{B).
P ro p o s it io n  1. Let A  be an algebra o f subsets o f X  and p  be a finitely additive  
measure on A . Then (i) p  is monotone, i.e., A C . B  implies p(A)  < p{B); (ii) A C  B
8
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implies p ( B \ A )  — p{B) — p{A).
P ro o f: (i) Since is an algebra, then B  =  { B \A )  U A, B \ A  is in A.  Thus, 
p{B)  =  p { B \ A )  +  p{A)  >  p{A)  from the definition.
(ii) Obvious, from part (i). ■
2.2 Definitions and Basic Results
In this section we extend the theory of Riemann integration for functions defined on 
a closed interval of the real line R to functions defined on an arbitrary set X .  Wc 
develop this extension along the lines of the classical Riemann integration theory. 
TVaditionally there are two equivalent ways to introduce Riemann integration. Here 
we choose the m ethod using “Darboux sums".
Let % be a non-empty set, A  an algebra of subsets of X ,  and p  a finitely additive 
measure on A .
D e fin itio n  1. Let V  Ç. A . V  = { .4 i,. . . ,  An} is a  finite p-partition o f X  i f  and 
only i f  (i) U agp  ^  (^0 all A , B  £ V ,  p{A  (1 B ) = 0 i f  A  ^  B .
D e fin itio n  2. L et V \ and V 2 be be two Unite p-partitions o f X ,  V\ is said to be 
finer than V i i f  and only i f  for each subset A  £ V i ,  there exists B  E Vi such that 
AÇ. B . It is denoted by denoted by V\ < Vi
For a  bounded function J  : X  —> R we have the following definition:
D e fin itio n  3. The Darboux upper sum o f f  with respect to p, a finitely additive 
measure on an algebra o f subsets o f X ,  and V , a  finite p-partition o f X  is defined
9
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by
S'‘U ,!^,'P) =  Y .  ™ p ( / ( f ) ) f ( f ) -
P£T>
Similarly, the Darboux lower sum o f f  w ith respect to p  and V  is defined by
S ‘( f , i s , r ) = Y ,  in f ( /( i ’) W n
p ep
L e m m a  1. For p , V,  and f  as above,
P roo f: This is clear from the definition. ■
L e m m a  2. Let V i and V2  be two finite partitions o f X . Assume that V\ is finer 
than pg. Then
S \ f , p . V 2 ) <  5'(/,/x,Pi) < S ^ i f , p , P i )  <  S ^ { f , p , V 2).
P roo f: By assumption P i <Pg, he., for each P  € P i, there exists P ' € Pg such that 
P  Ç P '. Let P i =  {Pifc}r» ^2 =  Then we have
m
k—1
Suppose th a t m =  n +  1 and Pgi =  P n  U Pig. Then
m
=  5 2 s u p ( / ( P u ) ^ ( P n )
k~l
m
=  8 U p /(P i i) / l (P i i )  + SU p/(P ig )^ (P lg ) + y^8Up{f{Pik)p{Plk)
k=3
m
<  sup /(P gi )[/i(P ll) +  /i(Plg)] +  8Up(/(Pgfc)/x(Pgfc)
&=3
m
=  8Up/(Pgi)Ax(Pgl) +  ^8Up(/(Pgfc)/x(Pgfc)
k = 3
=  S “(/,/X,Pg).
10
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Similarly, consider
m
S ‘U ,l^ ,V i)  = 5 3 in f( /(P u ) /* (P u )
m
=  i n f / ( P „ H P n )  +  i n f / ( P » W f » )  +  y ;in f( /(P ifc M P ifc )
fc=3
m
> inf / ( P 2i)[^f(Pii) +  /f(Pi2)] +  ^ i n f ( / ( f 2k)X-F^&)
t = 3
m
=  in f / ( J ’s iW P jl)  +  X ) i “ f(/(-P2‘ )i‘ (-f’2i)
fc=3
= S\ f , tX,V2) .
The general case follows in a similar way by induction on k  , where m  = n + k.  ■  
L e m m a  3. L et V \ and V 2 he two finite partitions o f X . Then
5 ' ( / , P i ) < 5 “ ( / ,p 2 ) .
P ro o f: Consider a new partition Vi A V 2 = {A  D B  : A  E V i , B  G V 2 , >1 H P  7  ̂0}. 
Clearly Vi  A Pg is a  partition of X , because Vi  and V2 are partitions of X .  We 
have
U ^ i n B y  =  [ J ( ( U A ) n B , )
».i 3 *
=  U (X  n  By)
3
=  (^  P j =  X.
It is clear th a t V\ A Pg < , 7̂ 2 - Then from Lemma 2, we have
-S -'a /x .P i) <  5 '( / , / i ,P i  A P 2) <  5 “(/,ax ,P i A P 2) <  P"(/,/% ,P2).
Hence we are done. ■
D e fin itio n  4. The upper integral o f  f  with respect to p is defined as follows:
11
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Similarly, the lower integral o f  f  with respect to p  is defined as
f  fd p  = s n p S \ f , p , V ) .
J -  V
We say f  is (Riemann) integrable i f
j  =  j  fdp.
Let I  be this number, so I  is the integral o f f  on X ,  i.e., J  fd p  =  I .
It is easy to see that the integral of f  on X  is unique, for this is the direct 
consequence from the definition and lemmas above.
Prom the lemmas above we can easily obtain the following result:
P ro p o s it io n  1. J  fd p  < J  f dp .
P ro o f: By the definition above, for each c >  0, there exists a finite pcU*tition P i of 
X ,  such that
S ' \ f , p , V i ) <  J  f d p  + e.
So by the preceding lemma, f ~  f d p  +  e is an upper bound of all S^{ f , p ,V ) .  Hence
J  f d p  = s ^ { S ‘{ f , p , V ) }  < J  f d p  + e.
Letting e —> 0, we have the conclusion. ■
Similar to the results from the classical Riemami integial, we have the following:
P ro p o s it io n  2. /  is integrable i f  and only i f  for any given e >  0, there exists V , a 
finite partition o f X ,  such that
12
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P ro o f: Suppose first tha t for all e >  0 there exists V  a  partition of X ,  such th a t 
But we know
j  fdi i  < S^ { f ,  V)  < 5 '( / ,  V)  +  e.
So we have
J  f d ^  <  J  fd^x +  6.
Letting € —> 0, we have
j  fdfJ. < J  fdn .
We have shown tha t the following is always true:
j  fdfi > j  fdn.
Hence we have
J  f d n -  J  f d n  =  j  f dn .  ( 1)
Suppose now th a t we have (1), i.e., /  is integrable. Let ^ ~  J  fdfJ- Then for 
each 6 >  0, there exist V i , V 2 , partitions of X ,  satisfying the following:
S'‘U , H , P 2 ) <  J _ f d ^ + ^  = I + ^ .
Let V  = Pi  A V 2 - Prom the definition in Lemma 3 that P < V i , P 2 . Then by Lemma 
2, we have <  5 “ (/,P 2 ), 5 " ( / ,P )  >  5 '( / ,P i ) .  Thus,
S ^ i f ,  fJi, V)  -  5'(/, fx, V )  <  S ^ i f ,  /%,%)- 5'(/, f x , P i ) <  6.
13
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T hen we au-e done. ■
Next we show an im portant alternate characterization of this type integration, which 
holds in the classical Riemann integration theory.
T h e o re m  1. Suppose that f  is integrable. Then for all e > 0 , there exists V  a 
partition o f X ,  such that for every V ' < V  and Xi Ç. Ai Ç. V , we have
I - e <  f { x i ) p ( A i ) < I  + e,
A e v
where /  =  y* fdp.
P ro o f: Prom the definition, for every 6 >  0 there exists partitions Vi , i  =  1,2 of %, 
such th a t I  — e < and S’“ ( / , /z ,P 2 ) <  /  +  e. Now let V  = V\  Pg- So
V  < Vi, i =  1,2. From Lemma 2, we have
I - e < S ^ i f , p , V i ) <  5 '( / ,  p,  V) < g " ( / ,  /i, V) < S ^ i f ,  p , V 2 ) <  I +  e.
Now let V'  < V; then again by Lemma 2 we have
I - € <  ^  inf f {  A i) p( A i) < ^
A ieV  A i£V
Since for any Xi € Ai, inf f {Ai )  < f { x i )  < snp f{AÎ) ,  therefore
/ - € <  ^  f {x i )p{Ai )  < I e .
Ai&V
■
Moreover just like the theory of the classical Riemann integration, the converse 
of this theorem  above is also true.
14
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T h e o re m  2. I f  for all e >  0 , there exists V  a partition o f X ,  such that for every 
V  < V  and Xi G Ai e  V , we have
/  -  € <  ^  f {x i )p{Ai )  < I  + e,
for some number I, then f  is integrable with integral I.
P ro o f: Prom the given conditions for e >  0 there exists Xi E Ai E V  and yi E A{ 
such that sup/(v4i) <  f {xi )  +  e, inf f {Ai )  + e > f{yi),  where Ai E V,  for i =
1,2, - - ,7V. Now consider the following
^  sup f { A i ) A i ) ,
AiÇ-p
< Y l + Y2
< /  +  c +  ep{X).
S V \ p \ V )  =  T  i n f f {A i )p iA i ) ,
A iev
> Y Z -  Y Z
> /  — e — epi^X).
Hence we have
5 “(/;  p\ V)  -  5 '( / ;  p ; P ) < 2 { l +  p{X))e.
Since e is arbitrary, by the previous proposition, /  is integrable. It is clear tha t the 
integral of /  is / .  ■
Next we have familiar properties of the integration.
P ro p o s it io n  3. (i) Suppose that f  is integrable, c is a constant. Then o f  is 
integrable, and
J  o f  dp = c J  f  dp.
15
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(ii) Suppose that f , g  are integrable. Then f  + g is also integrable and
( /  +  9)àp =  J  f  dp + J  g dp. (2)
P ro o f: (i) This follows easily using Proposition 2.
(ii) Note tha t sup^g^{/(x ) +  5 (x)} <  sup^-ç^/(x )  +  sup^g^5 (x) and in figA {/(x ) +  
g(x)} >  infxg>i f ( x )  +  inf*gyip(x). Then the integrability of /  +  p is easily estab­
lished. Now we show equation (2). Let f , g  be integrable with integrals J  f  dp  and 
J  g dp.  Then by definition, for each e >  0, there exist V\  and P 2, partitions of X ,
such that
s u p /( A )X ^ )  <  f  f d p + ^ ,  
16^1 •'
s n p f { A ) p { A ) <  J  f d p + ^ .
AeT>u
Then we define a  new partition V  = V i A V2  which is finer than P i , P 2 , as before. 
Thus the above two inequalities still hold for A  E V .  Therefore we have
+ 9) iA)p(A)  < I  f d p +  I  g d p  + €.
AEV •'
Similarly we have
^  in f( /  -f g)(A)p(A)  > f  f d p  4- f  g dp -  e.
Aev
Thus, from the Theorem 2 we are done. U
R e m a rk . From the previous definitions we observe the following: suppose that 
p  is a  finitely additive measure on an algebra A  of subsets of X .  Prom the 
Caratheodory Extension Theorem in [29], we can extend p to a cr-algebra con-
00 00
taining A  if At(M >1») =  where {vl*} Ç is a pairwise disjoint sequence
t=i ti=i
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of sets whose union is in A . Then if /  is a measurable function with respect to this 
a-algebra, then we can obtain the Lebesgue integral of the function /  (sec in details 
[29]). We conclude tha t the Riemann integral in Definition 4 in this case is exactly 
same as the Lebesgue integral, since the Darboux sums are the Lebegue integrals 
of the simple functions which approximate the measurable function / .
2.3 Integrability of ^-measurable Functions
In this section, we consider a  special class of functions called measurable functions 
with respect to an algebra A , and study the integrability of this class of functions. 
We show th a t every bounded v4-measurable function is integrable. We also obtain 
a  formula to compute the integral of a given >l-measurable function.
Let X  be a  non-empty set, and /i a  finitely additive measure on .4, where w4 is an 
algebra of subsets of X .
D efin itio n  1. A function  /  : X  —► R is called measurable with respect to A  or f  
is an A-measurable fimction i f  for all x  e R, f~^{x,oo)  €  A .
T h e o re m  1. Let p be a finitely additive measure on X . L et f  : X  R be a 
bounded, measurable function with respect to A . Then f  is integrable.
P ro o f: First define a  new function g : [a, 6] -> R, where a =  inf^gx / ( z ) ,  and
6 =  8upj,gjjf/(x), as follows: g{x) = p{f~^{x,oo)) , for  eachx G [a, fej. Then it is easy
to see tha t g{x) is non-increasing on [a, 6], because p is a finitely additive measure.
Since every monotone function is Riemann integrable, g{x) is Riemaim integrable.
Let f  =  /  g{x)dx.  From the definition of the Riemann integral, for each e >  0, 
J  a
17
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there exists a  partition of [a, 6], say a = yo < yi < . . .  < j/n -i < Vn =  satisfying: 
I  — e < X)r=i < I  + e, where e  [yj_i,yi]. Alternately w^Ay^ <  e,
where Ayi =  y< -  y^_i and =  8upyg(y._^ y(y) -  inf„g[„._,,y.] y(y). Since y(y) is 
non-increasing, so we have oji =  supyg[^._, „.j y(y) -  infyg(„,_,,y.) y(y) =  g ( y i - i )  -  
givi).  Now let V  = {Ai : i =  0, — l,n } , where Aq =  / “ ^(yo),Aj =
f ~^{y i - i , y i ] ,  » =  1 ,2 ,. . .  ,n . It is clear th a t this collection of sets is a  partition 
of X  with respect to A,  since /  is measurable and ^  is an algebra. Note Aq =  
f ~^{ y o )  — f ~^( y o  — 6, oo)\/"X%/o,oo) e  A.  Now we consider
n
= ^ s u p { /(A i) } / i (A i)  -|-yo/i(Ao)
*=1
n




S ' ( f , l ^ . v )  =  ^ i i i f { / ( X i ) } ^ ( A )  +!<o/<(.4o)
*=1
n
>  ' ^ y i - i K ^ i )  +  yo^^{M)^
i=l
Then we have the following:
n





=  X } -  M f ~ \ y i . o o ) ) ) A y i
i=l
n
=  ]X -  9{y%))^yi < e.
»=1
Then from the definition of the integrability and Proposition 2 of Section 1.2, we 
have /  is integrable on X .  ■
18
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Furtherm ore we can obtain two more useful results from the proof in Theorem 
1 above.
T h e o re m  2. Let f  and g be defined as above, /x a  finitely additive measure. Then 
J  f { x )  d/j, =  (Riemann) J  g{x) dx + afi{X),  
where a =  inf^gx / ( z )  and b — sup^igx /(%)"
P ro o f: We preserve the notation above. Then for each e >  0, there exists a  partition 
of [a, 6], such th a t
n
/  -  6 <  ^  g(x i )Ay  < I  + e,
where Xj G
Let Xi =  y i- i-  Then we have
n n
' ^ g { y i - i ) A y i  = g { y i - i ) { y i  - y i - i )
*=1 i=l
n n
=  Y ^ 9 { y i- i ) y i  -  5 3 5 (î/i- i)z /i- i
i=l «=1
n








/  +  M X ) a  -  6 <  ^  y iMAi)  < f  + +  e.
i=0
Thus
J  +  af i iX)  -  e < S ^ i f ,  /i, -P) <  /  +  a/x(X) +  e.
19
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It follows tha t
I  +  afi{X)  — c <  J  f  dfi <  /  +  +  6.
Since e is arbitrary  and since J  fdfi  =  J  fd^i by the previous theorem, we con­
clude that
j  f  dn — J  g dx + afi(X).
T h e o re m  3. Let f  and g be deRned as above, fi a finitely additive measure. I f  
/  >  0 then
I  f { x )  d/z =  (Riemann) j  g{x) dx.
J x  VR+
P ro o f: We can directly obtain this result by following computation:
[  g{x)dx  =  f  g{x)dx  -f f  g{x)dx  -f f  g{x)dx,
7 r +  J o J a  J b
where a =  i n f ^ ex  f ( x )  and b = sup^çx  f i ^ ) -  But g{x)  =  /z (/"^ (x , oo)), so on
for each x  E (0, a), /~^(a:,oo) =  X ,  hence we have I g(x)dx  =  af i(X).  On the
JoaOO
interval (6, oo), f~^{x ,oo)  ~  0. Thus J  g{x)dx  =  0. Therefore we have
I  f { x )  dfi = I  g{x) dx  +  afi{X)  =  I g{x) dx.
Jx  Ja
Prom Theorem 1, Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 above we can obtain a version of 
the Monotone Convergence Theorem:
20
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T h e o re m  4. Let  f n ’ X  -> R be a  sequence o f bounded functions. Let fn  < /n+ i 
and lim„_fc>o fn{^)  =  / ( z )  for all x  €  X .  Then we have
lim /  / n ( z )  d f i =  lim f n ( x )  d f i .
n —foo J ^  J n —»oo
In order to prove this theorem we need to invoke one classical result for the 
Riemann integration.
L em m a  1. Let f n ( x )  < /„ + i(z )  and  lim„_»oo / n ( z )  =  / ( z ) ,  where fn{x)  and  / ( z )  
are both monotone. Then we have
lim I  f n ( x )  dx = I  lim /„ (z )  dx. n-*ooJ^ 7a
P roof: Since both /„  and /  are monotone, so they are Riemann integrable. Thus 
for a finite partition V  =  {z;} of [a ,6] consider
n  n
Y ^ s u p  f m { x ) A X i  =  ' Y  f m { X i ) A X j .  
t=l i —1
Because -4 /  as m —> oo, then we can choose N  such that m  > N  for each Zj 
/ ( z j )  <  4- 6. Therefore, we have
n  n
^ s u p / ( z ) A z i  -  € <  y ^ s u p /^ ( z ) A z j
i=l t=l
But we know that
n n
^ s u p / , „ ( z ) A z i  <  y ^ s u p / ( z ) A z i ,
1=1 1=1
therefore as n, m go to the infinity, we obtain the result. ■
P ro o f  o f  T h e o re m  2: We can define as before y„(z) =  }j.f~^{x,  oo) for each n and 
p(z) =  / i / “ ^(z, oo). Then since /n  /  we have p as n -> oo. Therefore by
21
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the Lemma above and theorem before, we have
Um /  fn  dfj,= lim [ /  Çndx +  a„/i(X )l
n-»oo J  n -¥ o o '-J  •*
The right hand side is equal to
J  g dx + afi{X) ~  J  f  dfJ-
Hence we are done. ■
2.4 Integration on Subsets
In this section given a  function f  : X  ISL integrable with respect to an algebra A  
and e  .4 we study integrability of /  on E.
First we have the following result:
P ro p o s it io n  1. Suppose that f  is A-integrable on X . Let X  ^  E  E A . Then f  is 
also A-integrable on E .
P roo f: Since /  is integrable on then for all e >  0 there exists an .4-partition 
V  =  {Ai : i = 1 , . . .  , n}  of  X  such th a t 5 “ ( / ,  V)  — S^{f,  V)  < e. Consider {AiC\ E  : 
i =  which is v4-partition of E.  Then the collection V'  =  {4^ E V  :
4 i  n  JE7 =  0} A i f \  E  ^  U{-^» E  \ AiC\ E  ^  is an ^4-partition of X
which refines the partition of V. So by Lemma 2 of Section 1.2 we have
S“ ( / ,P ')  -  S \ ! , V )  < S “U ,V )  -  S ‘U , T )  < e.
Hence the following is true:
S “ ( / , P |b ) - S ' ( / . P | e ) < € .  
22
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Then /  is X-integrable on JE?. ■
FVom this result we can obtain a result which is analogous to the one in the 
Lebesgue integral.
P ro p o s it io n  2. Let f , g  : X  —> R be bounded. Suppose that for all e > 0 there 
exists a set A  in A  with (x  €  X  : f ( x )  ^  p(z)} Ç A such that p(A)  < e. I f  f  is 
A-integrable then g is A-integrable and two integrals are equal.
P ro o f: By assumption we may pick A E A  such th a t p{A) < where |p(x)| <  M  
for all a; G X .  Since /  is >t-integrable on X ,  f  is also >l-integrable on X \ A  from 
preceding proposition. Then for all e >  0 there exists an >1-partition V  = {Ai E 
A  : i = 1, . . .  ,n}  of %\.<4 such that
n
(su p /(X i) -  inf f { Ai) )p{Ai) <
i=l
But the collection [Ai  E V  : i = I , . . .  , n}  U is an >l-partition of X .  Then we 
have
n
(snpg{Ai) -  inf g(Ai))p(Ai)  + (su p ^ (^ ) -  inf g{A))p{A) < e,
«=1
Hence g is integrable on X .
Now let /  =  J  g dp  and I '  = j  f dp .  From the defintion for all e >  0 there
exists an .4-partition V  =  {.4  ̂ : i =  1 , . . . ,  n} of X  such th a t /  <  inf 
e. W ithout loss of generality assume th a t sup < / '- fe . Then consider
the collection [Ai  : 4^ n  4  =  0} (J{v4g f\ A  \ Ai C\ A  ^  (J{v4i\4 \ Ai  C\ A  ^
This is a  partition of X  which refines {4^}. So by definition, we have
/  <  i n f  g { A i ) p { A i )  +  e. 
i 
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But from Lemma 2 of Section 2.2, inf g(Ai)fj,{Ai) is less than  or equal to
inf g{Ai)fx{Ai) +  inf g{Ai  D A)n (A  (1 v4g)+
AinA=9 AiHA^i
+  inf g (Ai \A )n{A \A i )  =
AiHAji9
inf/(>li)/x(i4i) +  ^  i n îg{Ai  n A)fi{A n  A i)+
i4<nA=0 AiClAjiii
+  in f /{ > li\/> M '4 \A )-  (1)
AiHA^9
Then the middle term  above
inf g{Ai  n  A)g.{A n  Ai) < e,
AiOAyild
since g is bounded and g.{A) < e. Thus (1) is less than ^ i & u p  f{Ai) i i{Ai)  by 
calculation. Therefore we have
/  <  inf g{Ai)n{Ai)  +  e <  aup Ai) fi{Ai)  +  e <  / '  +  2e.
Then /  <  / '  by letting c —> 0. By interchange /  and g we obtain I '  < I.  Thus
I = r. ■
By Corollary 1 of Section 2.3 we can easily obtain the following proposition:
P ro p o s itio n  3. Let  X  = A i  U A 2  and A \ , A 2 € A  with A i fl A 2 = 0 .  I f  f  is 
integrable on X ,  then f  is integrable on A i , A 2 - Moreover we have
f  =  f  fd n  + f  fdg..
J x  JA i JA x
P roo f: FVom Proposition 1 , / i s  integrable on A \  and A 2 . W ithout loss of generality 
we assume /  is nonnegative since /  =  where /"^ and / “  are positive and neg­
ative part of /  respectively. Then by Corollary 2 of Section 2.2, g{x)  =  /x /"^(x , 00)
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for each X e  KLf. But we know tha t /  ^(t,oo) =  ( /  oo)n>li) ( J ( /  ^(t, cx>)n>l2). 
Therefore
^ f~^{x ,oo)  =  f i{ f~^(x,oo)  n Ai)  + / i ( / “ ^(x,oo) n A 2 ).
Thus we have
[  f d f i =  f  fj.{f~^{t,oo) n Ai)dt  + f  n A2)dt,
J x  VR+ VR+
I  f d n  = I  fdix +  I  fdfi .
J x  JAt Ja ,
I.e.,
25
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CHAPTER 3. EXTENSIONS OF THE INTEGRATION
In this chapter we extend the theory of integration developed in the last chapter. 
In Section 3.1, given /i, a finitely additive measure defined on a semi-algebra S  of 
subsets of X ,  based on the results of previous chapter, we can extend the integral 
of a  bounded function with respect to fi. In Section 3.2, ^  is a valuation defined 
on a lattice of subsets of X  . By using the Smiley-Horn-Tarski Theorem, fi can 
be extended to  a  finitely additive measure on the algebra generated by the lattice. 
Thus we can have a  variant integration theory based on this approach. In Section 
3.3, X  is given as a  topologicaJ space, and fi is a  valuation defined on the lattice 
of open sets. Then fi is defined on the semi-algebra of crescent sets. We study the 
integration of a class of functions called crescent continuous functions.
3.1 Integration of «S-measurable Functions
In this section, based on the theory we developed in the last chapter, we study 
the integration theory of functions /  with respect to a finitely additive measure on 
a  semi-algebra.
Let % be a non-empty set and S  Ç P ( X ) ,  where P { X )  is the power set of X .
D efin itio n  1. A  non-em pty collection S  o f subsets o f X  is a  semi-algebra i f  and 
only i f  (i) 0 ,X  E S; (ii) A ,B  E <S implies A  C\ B  G S;  (Hi) A , B  E S  implies 
A \B  — UiLi Q  for some n, where {Ci E S  : i =  1 , . . .  n} Ç S  is pairwise disjoint 
family.
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E x am p le  1. (i) Let S  =  {[c, d) : a < c < d < b, a < b}, and [c, c) =  0 where 
a, 6 6 R. Then «S is a  semi-algebra.
(ii) Let ( X , Q{X ) )  be a  topological space. Then C = {U \V  : t/, V € n(A '), V C U} 
is a semi-algebra.
P ro p o s itio n  1. L et S  be a semi-algebra. Then i f  A  E S  and {Bi G S  : i = 
1, . . .  ,n) ,  then  j4 \ Ur=ii * finite pairwise disjoint union o f  subsets in S .
P roof: This can be easily obtained by induction on n. ■
P ro p o s itio n  2. Let S  be a semi-algebra. The algebra A  generated by S  consists 
o f all the psdrwise disjoint finite unions o f subsets o f S .
P roof: We first note th a t the collection all the pairwise disjoint unions of subsets 
of 5  is an algebra because the intersection of any two such sets is again a finite 
pairwise disjoint union of subsets of S . Any algebra containing S  clearly contains 
this collection. ■
D efin itio n  2. Let p. : S  [0, oo). p is called a finitely additive measure on 
S  i f  (i) /i(0) =  0; (ii) For all A, B  € «S, A U  B  G S , and A 0  B  = Ç) implies 
p(A  U B ) = p(A)  -f p(B) .
There is a  standard  result about extension of measures from a semi-algebra to 
an algebra [29]:
P ro p o s itio n  3. Let S  be a semi-algebra o f sets, p  a  finitely additive measure on 
S . Then p has a unique extension to a measure on the algebra A  generated by S
27
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i f  for all A  =  |J i= i where A  S  S , and {B i : i =  1 , . . .  , 00} Ç S  is a psurwise 
disjoint fam ily o f  S , n{A) < M®»)*
Now consider a bounded function /  : X  -4 R, a  semi-algebra S  of sets of X , and a 
finitely additive measure fi on S  which satisfies the  semiadditive condition. Then 
from Proposition 3, fi can be extended to a finitely additive measure on the algebra 
generated by S.  We use the same notation fi for the extension. Parallel to the theory 
in the previous chapter, we can study integration with respect to a semi-algebra.
D e fin itio n  3. L et V  Ç S.  V  is a finite fi-partition i f  and only i f  (i) (Ja c t’ ^
(Ü) for all A,  B e  V , fi{A n B )  = O i f A ^ B .
By replacing the algebra A  with the semi-algebra 5 , we have the corresponding 
theory of integration of a bounded function /  : X  —> R, with respect to fi on S.  
Moreover we still have the similar results about the integrability of ^-measurable 
functions. For convenience we call a  partition V  an v4-partition if P  Ç ^4 and a 
5-partition if P  Ç 5 . Similarly, we have v4-integrable and 5-function according to 
the partition of X  and set function fi.
L em m a  1. L et S  be a semi-algebra o f subsets on X  and A  be the algebra generated 
by 5 . Then for each A-partition V  o f X  there exists a S-partition V  o f X  which 
refines P .
P ro o f: Let P  =  {̂ 4̂  : i =  1 , . . . ,  n} be the A  partition of X . Then from Proposition 
2 each Ai  e V  can be represented by finite disjoint union of sets in 5 , i.e..
Ai — C ij, Cij e  5 ,
*3
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for each t and finite j .  Then the collection of Cij is a  partition of X  with respect 
to S , which is clearly refines the ^-partition  V  of X .  ■
By using this lemma we can prove the following theorem.
T h e o re m  1. Let S  be a semi-algebra and A  be the algebra generated by S . Let 
f  : X  K be bounded function and fi be a finitely additive measure on A . Then 
f  is S-integrable i f  and only i f  f  is A-integrablc and in this case two integrals are 
equal.
P roof: Suppose th a t /  is «S-integrable. Then from Proposition 3 in Section 1.2, for 
each e >  0, there exists an «S partition V  of X  such that
< e.
But V  is also ./1-partition. We use the proposition again to obtain that /  is A- 
integrable.
On the other hand suppose th a t /  is >l-integrable. Then for every e > 0, there 
exists an v4-partition V  of X  such that
But from Lemma 1 above, we can find a «S-partition V ' of X  which refines P. Thus 
from Proposition 2 in Section 2.2, we have
S'‘ U . P ' , p ) - S ' U , P ' , i J . )  <  -  S ‘ ( f , P , p )  <  «.
Hence /  is «S-integrable.
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Let / ,  / '  be the A  and «S-integrals of /  on X  respectively. Then for each c >  0, 
there exists a  «S-partition V ' such th a t
and
We can also choose «S-partition V ' to satisfy the Cauchy condition:
Therefore
/ - r  <  - 4  <2^-
Thus we obtain I  = I '  hy letting e —> 0. ■
D efin itio n  4. A  function f  : X  —¥ TR. is called S-measurable i f  and only i f  for all 
z  e  R we have oo) €  «S.
It is clear th a t /  is «S-measurable function implies tha t /  is ^4-measurable function, 
where A  is the algebra generated by «S.
T h e o re m  1. Let f  be a bounded S-measurable function on X . Then f  is integrable 
and we have
J  fd/j, = j  g dx- i -an{X) ,
where a =  in f^ex  f {x ) ,  b =  sup^.^;^ f {x) ,  and g{x)  =  / i ( / “ ^(x, oo)).
P roo f: We note first th a t /  is «S-measurable implies /  is also vi-measurable, where 
A  is the algebra generated by «S. Then by Theorem 1 in Section 2.3, /  is integrable
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with respect to  A.  Then by applying Theorem 2 of Section 2.3 and the previous 
theorem we are done. ■
3.2 Integration of measurable Functions
In this section we study the integration of function f  : X  M. with respect 
to a valuation defined on lattice of sets in X .  We proceed as before to obtain a  
similar theory of the Riemann integration.
D efin itio n  1. Let  C, Ç P{ X) .  C is called a lattice i f  and only i f  C is closed under 
finite union and intersection.
If a  is given a  partial order, say, A  < B  and only if A Ç R, then £  is a  lattice 
means th a t for each pair of sets in £ , there exists a  least upper bound and a greatest 
lower bound in £ .
D e fin itio n  2. Let £  be a  lattice with 0, X  E C. A  function  /i : £  —> [0, oo] is called 
a  valuation i f  and only i f  fi satisfies: (i) (strictness) /i(0) =  0; (ii) (monotonicity) 
for all U ,V  E C, U Q V  implies p{U) < fi{V); (Hi) (modularity) for all U ,V  E C ,
I i ( u u v )  + K u n v ) = ^ [ u )  + ^(V) .
By the classical extension theorem there exists an extension of a  valuation p, on C 
to the algebra generated by £: (See the details in [21])
T h e o re m  1. (Smiley-Hom-Tarski) Let p  be a valuation on £ . Then p  can be 
uniquely extended to  a finitely additive measure on the algebra generated by  £ .
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D e fin itio n  3. Let f  : X  K be bounded function, /i a  valuation on the lattice C. 
Then f  ia said to be integrable with respect to p  i f  and only i f  f  is integrable with
respect to Ji, the extension o f p  and J  f  dp j  f  dp.
From this definition, we can have similar theory of integration discussed in last 
chapter. Here the algebra A  is generated by a lattice C.
D efin itio n  4. /  is called C~measurable i f  and only i f  oo) G C for all x  e R.
W ith the definitions above and results from the previous section, we have the fol­
lowing theorem.
T h e o re m  2. L et f  : X  —> R be a  bounded C-measurable function, p  a valuation 
on the lattice C. Then f  is integrable. Moreover i f  p  is Unite, then
J f  dp = J f d p  = J  g dx + ap(X) ,
where a =  i n f ^ ex  f ( x ) ,  b =  sup^ç^ g{x)  =  p { f  ^{x, oo)).
P roof: The proof can be carried out as the proof of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 in 
Section 2.3. Here we just need to remember p  is the extension of p  on the algebra 
generated by the lattice C. ■
3.3 Integration of the Crescent Continuous Functions
In this section we study the Riemann integration of a  function /  : % -+ R, 
where X  is a  topological space and /  is a  crescent continous. In a sense this is a 
further extension of the theory in earlier sections.
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Let X be a topological space and f l {X)  be the collection of all open sets of X .  It is 
easy to see th a t f%(%) is a lattice with the inclusion order. Hence as in the Section 
2.2, we introduce the definition first.
D efin itio n  1. Let (%, 0 (% )) be a  topological space. A  crescent subset is a subset 
o f the form U \V  where U ,V  E fi(X ) such that V Ç U. We denote the set o f all 
crescents o f {X , f l {X))  by C{X).
E xam ple : Let (R, a) be the real line with the Scott topology, i.e.,the topology with 
{(a, oo) : a e  R} as a  basis. Then the collection of subsets (a, 6], where a <  6 6 R 
is a crescent of R.
The following are some properties of C(X).
P ro p o s it io n  1. (1) C(X)  is a semi-algebra. (2) n (X ) Ç C{X).  (3) Each crescent 
is the intersection o f an open subset and a closed subset.
P roo f: Since (U i\V i)  f)  H U2 )\{Vi U Vg), we can see th a t C is closed
under finite intersections. Also for each crescent set U \ V ,  the complement is 
( U \ V y  =  U V =  (A’\C /)y (j7  n  y ) \0 , which is the disjoint union of crescent 
sets. By the definition of the semi-algebra, C{X)  is a semi-algebra. We can obtain 
(2) and (3) directly by the definition. ■
P ro p o s it io n  2. C{X) is a subbasis for a topology, which is called the crescent 
topology.
P roof: Consider the collection C(X)  of crescent subsets of X .  Then from above, we 
know that 0 € C{X) and X  E C(X).  Also {U i\V i) =  (f/i H f/2)\(F i U Vg).
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Then by the standard construction from a collection of subsets, we can obtain a 
topology which contains 0, X  and all finite intersections of crescents as a basis. It 
is not difficult to  see th a t the crescent topology is finer th a t the orignal topology, 
since each open subset is a  crescent. ■
D efin itio n  2. Suppose that f  : X  M.. Let x  E X . I f  for each (a, 6] C X  
such that f { x )  E (a,b], there exists {Ui,Vi : * =  l , . . . , n }  Ç such that
6] =  U j (Ui\Vi), then f  is said to be crescent continuous at x. f  is crescent 
continuous on X  i f  f  is crescent continuous at each point o f x.
Recall tha t /  : % -4 R is Scott continuous if it is continuous with respect to 
the Scott topology on R, i.e., with {(a, oo) : a G R} as a basis.
P ro p o s itio n  3. /  is Scott continuous implies f  is crescent continous.
P roo f: Let /  be Scott continuous at x. Then for eacli (o, 6] C R with / ( x )  E (a,b]. 
We can define [/ = /~^(a,oo)  and V  =  /~^(6, oo). Since /  is Scott continuous, U 
and V  are open subsets of X .  It is clear that = f~^ (a ,oo) \ f~^(b ,oo)  =
U\ V .  By definition, /  is crescent continous. ■
In order to study the integrability of the crescent continuous functions, we need 
the following lemma.
L em m a 2. Let X  be a set, and let S  be a semi-algebra o f  subsets o f X .  Then for 
each finite cover o f  X  by elements o f S, there exists a refinement o f this cover which 
is also a finite partition.
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P ro o f: Let C C S  be a cover o f X ,  C =  {Ci : t =  1 , . . .  ,m }. Then we construct a 
partition from C as follows: let A i = C i, and — C^XAi . Since S  is a semialgebra, 
then A 2  =  ^here  {Bi €  S} is Unite pairwise disjoint collection o f subsets.
Then we have some disjoint subsets from S, say {A i : i = N ext let
Ajfc+i =  CaXdJi-^t)- Then from the Lem m a 1, we know that Ak+i is a Unite 
pairwise disjoint union o f subsets in S . We add these to the previous A^s. This 
process terminates because we have a finite cover. Hence we construct a Unite 
partition o f X  from a finite cover o f X .  ■
T h e o re m  1. Let /  : X  -> R be bounded and crescent continuous. Then f  is 
integrable. Furthermore, i f  p  is finite, then the integration can be computed by the 
following formula
j  f  dp = j  g dx -Fap{X) ,
where a — in f^çx  f {x ) ,  b =  su p jg ;^ /(x ) , and g{x)  =  p { f  ^(x,oo)).
P roo f: We can show this along the lines of the proof of Theorem 1 and Theorem 
2 in the Section 3.1. ■
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CHAPTER 4. ORDER-PRESERVING FUNCTIONS
In this chapter, the integration of order-preserving functions is studied. Given 
a  dcpo Z?, let / : £ ) —> R be a  bounded, order-preserving function and /i a  valuation 
on the lattice of the open subsets of D  with the Scott topology. By the results of 
Chapter 3 we can define the integral of f  on D  with respect to fj.. Furthermore 
we obtain a m ethod to compute the integral of /  effectively in the sense tha t the 
integral of /  with respect to fj. is the supremum of finite sums. In Section 4.1 we 
study integration of functions with respect to simple valuations and give a m ethod 
to compute the  integrals. In Section 4.2 the integration of order-preserving functions 
with respect to valuations is discussed.
4.1 Integrals with Respect to Simple Valuations
4.1 .1  In te g ra b il i ty  w ith  R e sp e c t to  S im p le  V a lu a tio n s
Let %  be a  topological space. Let /j. = rja : f lX  —»■ R+ be defined as rjaiO) =  1 
if a €  O, T)a(O) =  0 if a 0  O where a E X ,  rja is called point valuation, and ÇIX is 
the lattice of open sets of X .  Let S  be the semi-algebra of crescents of open sets of 
space X.
P ro p o s it io n  1. I f  f  is continuous at a  point a then f  is integrable with respect to
7]a, where rja is a point valuation at a.
P ro o f: Since /  is continuous at a then from the definition, for every e > 0 there 
exists an open set U with a E U such th a t |/ (x )  — f{a)\  < e for all x e  C/.
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Therefore we have su p /( î7 )  — ini  f {U)  < e. Since U E S ,  X \ U  — (Jl^ i where 
: X =  1 , . . . ,  m} is finite collection of pairwise disjoint sets in S.  Then we choose 
a partition P  of X  as {t/} U {Ai  : t =  1 , . ,m}.  Then — S^{f,V,T]a)
becomes
5 3  (®^P / ( ^ ' )  -  f{Ai))r}a{Ai) +  (sup f {U)  -  inf f{U))va{Uy,
i= l
this is equal to
{sup f {U)  -  inf f {U))vaiU)  =  aup f i U )  -  inf f (U )  < e.
Thus by the Caucliy condition /  is integrable. ■
C o ro lla ry . I f  f  is continous on the support |/i| o f p, where p  =  X ) a e | / ^ | a n d  
is called simple valuation, then f  is integrable with respect to p.
P roo f: It follows directly by induction on the cardinality of the support of p. ■
D e fin itio n  1. A function f  : X  R  is S-continuous at a E X  i f  for each e > 0 
there exists A  E S  with a E A such that su p /(A ) — in f /(A )  <  e. Here S  is the 
semi-algebra o f the crescents o f open sets in X .
It is easy to  see that if /  is continuous at a then /  is <S-contiuous at a.
P ro p o s it io n  2. Let f  be S-continuous on X ,  then f  is integrable with respect to 
any simple valuation.
P ro o f: Let p — X)aelMl be a simple valuation. Then since /  is 5-continuous, 
then for each a E |/x| there exists A„ € «S such th a t su p /(A g ) — inf f {Aa)  <  e. Then
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we choose {Aa : a G |/i|} and X \(J > la  =  \ JB j .  Then we have a partition of X .  
Since |/x| is finite, the Cauchy condition is satisfied. ■
4.1 .2  In te g ra ls  w ith  R e sp e c t to  S im p le  V a lu a tio n s
In this section let /  : X  —> R  be a  function where X  is a topological space. Let 
rja be a point valuation on X , where a €  X .
P ro p o s it io n  1. I f  f  is integrable with respect to rja, then J  f  drja =  /(a )-
P ro o f: Since /  is integrable, let I  be its integral. Then from the definition, for all 
e >  0, there exists V \ =  {A i : t =  1 , . . . ,  n} as a  partition of X  with the crescents, 
such that
i
for all finer partition than Vi and all zg G Ui\Vi. But f{^i)Va{Ui\Vi) =
f { xa) i  where Xq G UaSYa and a G Ua\Va- We choose Xa. = a; then we have 
\I — / ( a ) | <  e. Since e is arbitrary, we have I  =  / (a ) .  ■
We can generalize this result to simple valuations.
P ro p o s it io n  2. Let /  : X  -4 R be integrable with respect to a simple valuation 
fl =  where X  is a topological space. Then
P ro o f: We prove this by an argument similar to the above. Let I  be the integral of 
the fimction / .  Then for each c >  0, there exists a  partition Pq of X , with respect 
to the crescents of the topology, sucli th a t \I  — f{xi)fi{Ai)\  < e, for all the finer
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partitions V  =  {Ai  : i =  1 , . . .  ,n} and ail Xi € Ai.  There also exists a  partition Vi  
such tha t different members of |^ | belong to different member of Vi.  Hence
Y^ f ( x i ) f i { A i )  =  ^  nrjbiAi)
i i 6€|mI
=  y ^ . f M ^ b V b j A i )
*>€|m I *
=  nf ixb)vb{Ab)
*>€|m I
=  XZ ^bf(Xb),
b€\fi\
where X& €  via A {x i , . . .  ,x„}. Hence if we choose Xb =  b, then we have
|/  -  5 ;  r&/(6)| < e.
Thus by letting e —> 0, we are done. ■
4.2 Integrals of the Order-Preserving Functions
4 .2.1 B asics  o f  th e  D o m a in  T h e o ry
In th is subsection the basic concepts of the dcpo and continuous domain theory 
are presented. One can see [1] for details.
D e fin itio n  1. A  partial order on P  is a relation Q on P  satisRes: (i) a Ç a for 
each a E P ; (ii) a Q  b and b Ç. a, ^  a — b; (Hi) a Q b  and b Ç. a => a Q a.
D e fin itio n  2. Let (P, Ç) be a partial order set or poset. A  subset A o f P  is directed 
i f  for all a, b E A there exists c € j4 such that a Ç c and  6 Ç c.
D e fin itio n  3. Let (P, Ç) be a partial order set or poset. P  is a directed complete 
partial order set (dcpo) i f  for every directed subset AC . P  has a  least upper bound  
(lub), denoted by  |J^  A.
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We always assume that directed sets are nonempty. If the em pty set is also 
required to have a  supremum, then P  m ust have a  least or bottom  element, denoted 
by _L. A pointed dcpo is one which has a  bottom  element.
D e fin itio n  4. Let P  he a partially ordered set. For x  < y £  P , we say that x  
approximates y or x  is way-below y, denoted by x  y, i f  for every D-directed 
subset o f  P  with y Ç jj^  D, then there exists some element d Ç. D such that x  Œ d.
D e fin itio n  5. A  continuous poset is a partially ordered set P  in which each element 
is the directed supremum o f all elements which approximate it, i.e., for all x  E P
X = [J{y € P  : y <  x}.
A continuous poset which is also a dcpo is called a continuous domain.
The following is a  list of basic properties of this approximation relation [1]:
P ro p o s it io n  1. Let D be a continuous domain. The following properties hold:
(i) X y implies x  Ç y; (ii) x Ç y u Ç f  implies x  v; (in) (interpolation 
property) x z implies that there exists y E D such that x y z.
D e fin itio n  6. The Scott topology on P  is a pair {P, r ) ,  where r  is the collection o f 
the open subsets o f P , which is defined as follows: (1) for each O E t ,  O is upward 
closed, i.e. x  E O and  x Ç y => y E O; (2) O is inaccessible by lubs of directed 
subsets o f  P , i.e. i f  A  is a directed subset with \_ f A , then |J^  A € O implies there 
exists a E A, such that a E O.
Dually, a subset A is Scott closed if (i) A is lower subset, i.e., x E A  and y Ç z
implies y E A; (ii) if D  Ç A is directed, then (J^Z) €  A.
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D e fin itio n  7. Given a  topology on a  dcpo P , a directed set D is said to converge 
to X G P  i f  given any open set U containing x, there exists b G D such that d G U 
i fb  Ç d.
From this definition the following result is easily proved.
P ro p o s it io n  2. Let P  be a dcpo. A  directed set D converges to x G P  in the 
Scott topology i f  and only i f  x  Ç jj^  D.
P ro p o s it io n  3. The Scott topology is To-space.
P ro o f: Suppose that x  ^  y. Then x  ^  y or y x. W ithout loss of generality,
suppose tha t x  y. Then x y, i.e., x  G ( |  y ^ .  But (J. y) is Scott closed. 
Hence there is a  Scott open subset which contains x  but not y. Therefore (P, r )  is 
a  7b-space. ■
D efin itio n  8. A subset B  Q P  is a basis for P  i f  for each x  G P  the set A  o f
elements o f D which approximate x  is directed and x  =  jj^  A, i.e., x =  
x} n B }.
R e m a rk : Sometimes we use the notation ^  x =  {y : t/ «C x}, and -ff- x =  {y : x -C 
y}. There is an equivalent definition of a continuous poset as follows:
D e fin itio n  9. A poset is continous i f  it has a basis; it is an ui-continoiis i f  it has 
a countable basis.
In a continuous domain there are close connections between the Scott open sets 
and the approximation relation.
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P ro p o s it io n  4. Let D  be a continuous domain equipped with the Scott topology.
(!) A  subset U o f D  is open i f  and only i f  U is upper set and for each y  E U 
there exists x  € U such that x  y.
(ii) X y i f  and only i f f  ® ia a  neighborhood o f y .
(ill) The collection o f subset b : b E B )  forms a basis o f the Scott topology. 
(iv) The Scott topology has a countable base i f  and only i f  D  is w-continuous. 
In this case, i f  B  is a countable base for D  , then b,b E B  is a countable 
base for the Scott topology.
P ro p o s it io n  5. A function f  : (D, Ç) —f Ç) between two dcpos is continuous
with respect to the Scott-topologies on D  and E  i f  and only i f  it is monotone and 
preserves suprema o f directed subsets: x  Q y => f { x )  Ç f {y )  and / (U ^ (^ )  =  
(J^ f {A ) ,  for each directed subset A  o f D .
4 .2 .2  In te g ra ls  o f  th e  O rd e r-P re se rv in g  F u n c tio n s
Let D  be a dcpo with the Scott topology.
D e fin itio n  1. A function /  : I? —> K is called order-preserving i f  and i f  x  Q y 
implies f ( x )  < f {y )  for all x, y E D.
Prom this definition we can prove the following lemma:
L e m m a  1. Suppose that / : £ > —> R is an order-preserving function, p i ,  and p 2 
are two simple valuations on D, with p \  Ç Then we have
s ' i f . M . r , )  < s “U,M2.P2).
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where V \ ,V 2  are two partitions o f D, where S^{f,  fX\,V\) and S^ ( f ,  fj,2 ,'P2 ) are the 
lower stun and upper sum respectively.
P ro o f: Consider the definition of the Darboux upper sum and lower sum of /  with 
respect to the valuations: and p 2 =  ]Cfce|/ia| the simple
valuation p i,  let P i be a partition of D, which is subcollection of some algebra 




=  Y ^ i n f  f { A i )  ^  rt,r)b(Ai)
»=1 6€|f'i|
n
=  53 r b ' ^ i n f  f{Ai)T]b(Ai)
*=i
=  Tb inf f(Ab)vb(Ab)
= 5 3  rbin f f (Ab) ,  
belA.I
where Ab is one of the partition sets such that b e  Ab. Similarly, corresponding 
to p 2 let P 2 — { B j  : j  — 1 , . . .  ,m} be a  partition of D, related to the algebra of 
subsets of D.  Then we have the following
S " (/,T ’2 ,/J2 )=  Y ,
cEl/ia!
where Be is one of the partition sets P 2 =  {Bj : j  =  1, . . .  ,m} such th a t c G Be- 
Now let Pz =  P i A Pg, which is the refinement of P i ,  and P2. Let P3 = {C&}. 
Similar to the computation above, and the property of Darboux upper and lower 
sum, we have the following
( i )
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5 '“ ( / , / i 2 , P 3 ) < 5 “ ( / , / i 2 , P 2 ). (2 )
Thus,
5 ' ( / , / i i , P i ) =  ^ b i n f f { A t , ) <  Y 2  ^b/(6). (3)
B u t since /  is order-preserving function, we have /(6 )  <  / ( c )  if 6 Ç  c. O n the 
o ther hand , by th e  Splitting Lenuna (see [19]), there exists t(,,c >  0, such th a t
=  Scel/ial 53be|Mil for tb,c >  0 if 6 Ç  c. Therefore from
equation (1)
rfc/(6) =  ^  X )  (t.c/(b)
^€|mi| cElAal
=  XI H  <fc,c/(b)
c€|a*3| *>€|#ii|




B u t we know th a t E c€ |m |/(c )^« : ^  E c e |/ . , | su p /(C c ) , where G {C&} such
th a t  c G Cc- Hence we obtain the  following:
S ‘( f , l i i , P 3 ) <  I ]  » c /W  <  (4)
Thus, combining w ith equations (1) and (2), we have
^ ' ( / , m , ? ^ i ) < ^ " ( / , m , % ) .
C o ro lla ry . I f  /  : D  R  is order-preserving, and integrable with respect to p i and 
P2 , where p i ,  p 2 are two simple valuations satisfying p \ < P2 , then
J  f  à p i <  j  f  dp2-
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P ro o f: This can be done directly from the definition of the Riemann-like integral 
for / :  since /  is integrable with respect to  then for each e >  0, there exist
partitions P i ,  Pg of D, such tha t
From Lemma 1 we have
J  f  dfii — e < S^(f,
J  f  dfj,2 4- € >  5 “(/,/X2, Pa)-
j  f  d ^ i  — €<  J  f  dfj.2 +  e.
Thus,
j  f  dfxi < J f  d/Z2 +  2e.
By letting e —> 0, we are done. ■
From the recent results of the extension of continuous valuations by Alvaiez- 
Manilla, Edalat, and Djahromi [27], we consider the valuation on the lattice of open 
sets of a  continuous domain D.  This valuation can be extended to a  measure on 
(7-algebra generated by the open sets of the Scott topology. W ith  these results, we 
can prove the following theorem.
T h e o re m  1. Let fx he a continous valuation on a dcpo D and p  =  |J^  where 
{77,} is a  directed family o f simple valuations on D. I f  /  : Z) —> K is integrable with 
respect to p  and  {77̂ } for each i, and f  is a  bounded order-preserving, then
J f d p  = U / f  drji.
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P ro o f: Notice th a t { J f  ^Vi} is directed from the Lemma 1 and Corollary above. 
We need to  establish two side inequalities. Since /  is integrable with respect to fi 
and T)i for each i. Fix some index iq. Then from the definition of integral, for all 
6 >  0, there exist "Pi, 7^2. partitions of D  such that
j  f  dVio -  ( <  S \ f , r i i ^ ,Vx )  < J  f  <  y  /  dVio +
Similarly,
y / d / i - € < 5 ' ( / , ^ , P 2 ) <  J  f  d f i < S ^ { f ,  Vi)  < j  f d i i  + e.
Then define V  — V \ t\ Vi ,  the refinement of P i , P 2- Then
n
=  X ;s«p/(<^AK )(/‘(£ î) -  /‘(Vi)),
%=1
where {Ui\Vi E P  : i  = Since we know tha t At(Vi) =  and
/i(î7j) =  Vi{Ui), there exists for each i, such that
f^{Ui) < VkiiUi) +
where |/ (x ) | <  M.  Thus we obtain a finite set of simple valuations : i =
1, . . .  ,n} . By the directedness of the simple valuation family, there exists rjk suth 
th a t 7]k > Vki for i =  1 , . . .  ,n ,  and r)k > rji .̂ Let / '  =  {i : sup f{U i\V i) > 0}, and 
I "  =  {z : sup f{U i\V i) < 0}. Then we have the following:
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'£,^apf{Ui\Vt){ ls{Ui)  -  MVi)) = E  + H  sppf(Ui\Vi){p(Ui) -  p(Vi))
i i£i' i e r
<  Y ^ s a p f ( U i \ V , ) ( , r , t { U t )  + j ^ ~  n U V i) )
i£I'
+  J2 ̂ » p n U i\V i) M U i)  -  t | -  -  miVi) )
<  Y l s u p f { U i \ V i ) ( r ] k m  -  VkiVi)) + 6
t
=  S^{f,Vk,P) +  e.
Then from the inequalities above we have
J  / d / i - e < 5 “( / , / x , P 3 ) < 5 “(/,r7fc,p3) +  6 <  J  /  +  2e,
thus J  f  dfjL < J  fdrjk +  3e. Hence we have one side inequality.
Similarly, we can show the other direction of inequality.
i
=  J 2 + ' E ,  ‘ » p f ( U i \V i ) M u , )  -  p(Vi)) 
i e r  i e r
> ^ s u p / ( £ / i \v ; ) { 7 ,4 ( £ / i ) - w ( v ; ) )  '
+  y ;  supf (u , \Vi ) ( v t (Ui )  -  %(Vi ) )+  
iei" 
>  y  8 u p /(î/A V i)(ïît(l/i)  -  m(Vi))  -  e
€
M n
>  y  inf f ( U . \ V d M U i )  -  TîiJVi)) -  €
i
> j  fdr)i„ -  2c.
Hence we have J  f  d/j, + e > J  f  drji^ — 2e. So by letting c 0, we have J  f  d/x> 
J  f  . Since Îq is chosen arbitrarily, we have showed the other part of inequality.
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P ro p o s it io n  1. Let n i and  ^2 be two continuous valuations on a continuous do­
main D  with /̂ 2 =  %$, where and {t/k} are families
o f simple valuations, which approximate p i and p 2  respectively. I f  f  : D  —> R is 
integrable with respect to all these valuations and order-preserving, then we have
J  f  dpi < J f  d p 2 .
P ro o f: Since we know tha t pi < p 2 - Then for each i, tju -C < A*2 =  772» .This
implies that r]u P2 - Then from the definition of approximation, for each i there 
exists k(i) such that rju < r)2 k(i)- Hence by the Lemma 1, we have
J  f  d r j u  <  J  f  d r } 2k ( i )  ^  J  f
for each i. Hence again by using Lemma 1 and Theorem 1, we are done. ■
The following result is more general than the results above.
T h e o re m  2. Let /  : I? —> R be order-preserving, bounded, and integrable with 
respect to p  and {pi : i G ./}, where J  is an index set, and pi is simple valuation 
for each i with p  =  Then for all e > 0 there exist a partition  P  of Z> with
the crescents o f the Scott topology and an index k such that for all I > k
J  f  dp -  e < S^{ f , p i ,V)  < S ' ^ ( f , p i ,P)  < J  f  d p + e .
P ro o f: Since /  is integrable, then for each 6 >  0, there exists V-a  partition  of D  
such that
j  f  d p - e < S \ f , p . V ) < S ^ U , P , V ) <  j  f d p - ^ e .  (1)
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where V  — {Ui\Vi : i =  For each t, we have /i(% ) =  &"d
Then there exists ki for each i such tha t
e
where M  is a bound of f {x ) .  Thus we obtain a  finite set of simple valuations 
{y.ki '• i =  1 , . . . ,  n}. By the directedness of the simple valuation family, there exists 
fik suth tha t /.Ik > fiki for i — 1 , . . .  ,n.  Then, we have
p m  < p , m  +
M n '
for I > k.  Let / '  =  {, : in f/(£ /i\V i) >  0}, and I "  -  {t : in f /( l /A K )  <  0}, Then we
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have the following:
S ' U , ^ , V )  =  f ( U i \ V i ) ( ^ ( U i )  -  ^ ( V ^ )
=  f(Ui\Vi){pL(Ui)  -  n (V i) )
i€l '  
+  T  inC f { U , \ V i ) M U i )  -  
ie i”
< J^inf/{£/AVi)(w(£/i) + ^  -  w(Vi)) 
* € / '
+ T  MnUi\K)MUi)  -  ^  -  w(VO)
n
< Y^iaS f(Ui\Vi)(nm -  Mi(Vi)) +  £
1=1
n
< J 2 ' ^ n f f { U i \ V i ) ( M U i ) - M V i ) )  + ^ 
i= l
= S \ f , f X i , V )  4- C.
Hence we have
I.e.,
Next similar to the above, we can compute as follows:
n
5 “( / , / ‘.-P) =  5]s«p/(C'i\V;)((*TO) -/<(Vi)) 
i=l 
=  ( E +  E ) « “P-'’W \Vi)W £^0 - # ‘(Vi)) 
iei' i€l"
>  5 ^ s u p / { y A v ; ) ( w W ) -  -w ( V i ) )
e
n M
>  Y ‘ '^Pf(Ui\Vi){m(Ui) -  Ml{Vi)) -  £.
i e r
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Hence we have
Then, together with (1) we are done.
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CHAPTER 5. ON MAXIMAL POINT SPACES
In this chapter we first introduce the concept of a  maximal point space defined 
by J. Lawson in his papers [25, 26]. Then we introduce briefly an integration theory 
developed by A. Edalat [7, 14]. W hen X  is given as a locally compact separable 
m etric space, X  can be embedded in its upper space U X  which turns out to be 
an u>- continuous domain. To study the integration of /  : A" —> R with respect 
to a Borel measure we can first extend f  to f  on U X  and to / I ,  then study 
the integration of /  with respect to Ji on U X . We prove th a t if a  Scott contiuous 
function /  is integrable as defined by Edalat, then /  is integrable in the  sense we 
defined in Chapter 2 and in this case two the integrals are equal.
5.1 Maximal Point Space
In this section we introduce the notion of space of maximal points defined by J. 
Lawson in his papers [25, 26]. We collect some properties of maximal point spaces. 
We refer details to his papers.
D efin itio n  1 . A separable metric space X  is called a maximal point space i f  there 
exists an uj-continuous domain P  satisfying the condition
p E jP => 3A Scott closed in P, t  p H M ax{P) =  A fl M ax(P) (j)
or equivalently
Scott topologyl M ax(P) =  Lawson topology]Max{P) ( |)
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such that X  is homeomorphic to  M ax(P) equipped with the relative Scott topology. 
In this case the  embedding X  M ax{P) ^  P  is called a domain hull for X .
The equations (f) and ($) say tha t the Scott and Lawson topology restricted 
to the set of maximal elements agree. In this case, M ax(P) is a  separable metric 
space, since the  Lawson topology is separable metric for an w-continuous domain. 
E x a m p le  1 (The upper space). For a  locally compact separable metric space X ,  
there exists a  stcindard domain hull for X ,  i.e., its upper space U X . As mentioned in 
a  previous section, (7% is an w-continuous domain and the homeomorphic injection 
X -> {x} : X  U X  is a domain hull for X .  The Scott topology on 17A" is the upper 
topology and the Lawson topology is the usual Vietoris topology, or equivalently 
the topology on U X  induced by the Hausdorff metric (see Section 5.2).
E x a m p le  2 (The Cantor tree). Let P  consist of all finite and infinite strings of {0,1} 
(including the empty string _L) with the prefix order. Then P  is an w-continuous 
domain and the  set of maximal points consists of all infinite strings. We can check 
directly from the definition th a t the Cantor tree is a domain hull for the Cantor set.
D e fin itio n  2. A Polish space is a separable metric space for which the topology is 
given by a complete metric.
The following is an im portant characterization of maximal point spaces given 
by J. Lawson [25]:
T h e o re m  1. A  m etric space X  is a maximal point space i f  and only i f  it  is a Polish 
space.
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Corresponding to the upper space construction for the locally compact separa­
ble metric space, we have a  more general result due to J. Lawson [26]:
T h e o re m  2. Let X  be a maximal point space and let X  M ax(P) P  he a 
domain hull for X .  Then Prob(X) M ax(M ^(P)) «-4 M ^(P ) is a domain hull for 
the space o f  probability measures Prob{X) on X  endowed with the weak topology, 
where M^ { P)  is the probabilistic power domain o f P . In particular, Prob(X)  is a 
maximal point space.
Another very useful result is listed here:
L em m a  1 . Let P  is an uj-continuous domain satisfying  (f). Then there exists a 
descending sequence {Un} of  Scott open sets such that
Max{P) = f ) U n .
n
This lemma says a  maximal point space is a set and hence is a  Borel set. 
We conclude this section by giving another example which gives directly the 
domain hull for complete separable metric space (see details in [12]).
E x am p le  3 (The domain of closed formal balls). Let {X,  d) be a metric space. The 
domain of the closed formal balls is given by B X  := X  x  IR4., where IR4. =  [0,00). 
A partial order Ç is defined on B X  by
(a;, r)  Ç  {y, s) if d{x, y ) < r -  s.
From the definition, it is not too difBcult to derive the following:
1. {BX,  Ç) is continuous poset with (x ,r )  {y,s)  *=> d{x,y)  < r  ~  s.
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2. (X,  d) is complete m etric ( BX,  Ç) is a  dcpo.
3. (X,  d) is separable -<=> ( B X ,  Ç) is w-continuous.
4. Max(B%) =  {(x,0) : x  e  X} .
5. If ( X, d)  is complete separable metric space, then ( B X ,  Ç) is a  domain hull 
for X  via
X —̂ (x, 0) : X  —► B X .
5.2 Probabilistic Power Domains on the Upper Space
In this section we introduce some concepts which are im portant to study the 
integration theory defined and developed by Edalat. One of the im portant concepts 
is the notion of the probabilistic power domain, which plays a crucial role in studying 
this integral and other problems (see in [7, 14]).
D e fin itio n  1. Let X  be any Hausdorff topological space. The upper space U X  is 
the set o f all non-em pty compact subsets o f X  with the upper topology, i.e., the 
topology generated by basic open sets o f the form: O' =  {C  €  U X  : C  Ç. O} for 
each O G Q(X) ,  where Q(X) is the lattice o f open sets o f X .
The specialization order is given as reverse inclusion, and ( UX, D)  is a bounded 
complete dcpo, in whicli the least upper bound of a  directed set of elements in U X  
is the intersection of these elements.
P ro p o s itio n  1. [6] Let X  be a second countable locally compact Hausdorff space.
(i) The dcpo ( UX , D)  is u>-continuous.
(ii) The Scott topology on ( UX, D)  coincides with the upper topology.
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(iii) The approximation relation B  < ^C  holds in (UX,  D) i f  and only i f  C  is 
contained in the interior o f B  as subsets o f X .
D efin itio n  2 . [4, 30, 23, 19] A  valuation on a topological space X  is a m ap
u : i lX  -4  [0, oo)
which, for all U ,V  G f l X ,  where Q X  is the lattice o f open sets, satisfies:
1. (modularity) i>{U) +  u(V)  =  v(U  D V) +  (/([/ U V);
2. (strictness) %/(0) =  0;
3. (monotonicity) U Q V  => i^(U) < ty(V).
A continuous valuation [23, 20, 19] is a valuation sucli th a t whenever A is a  directed 
family w ith respect to Ç in then
4. O) =  supogA HO).
D e fin itio n  3. The point valuation pa based at a is the valuation
P a  : f i x  -4 [0, oo)
defined by
D e fin itio n  4. A n y  finite linear combination
n
riPai (n  G [0, 00), i =  1 , . . . ,  n)
1=1
o f point valuations is called a simple valuation.
Next we introduce the im portant concept of the probabilistic power domain of 
a  continuous domain. This concept had its origins in the work of Salieb-Djahromi
[30] and was fiu'ther studied by Graham [17], Jones [19], and Jones and Plotkin [20].
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D efin itio n  5. The probabilistic power domain, P X , o f a topological space X  con­
sists o f the set o f  continuous valuations u on X  with i ' (X)  < 1 and is ordered as 
follows:
i/i Ç 1/2 VO € nX ,  z/i(0) < 1/2(0).
The normalized probabilistic power domain is that subset o f P X  consisting o f all 
valuations such that !/(%) =  1.
For simple valuations there is very useful characterization on the order relation 
called the Splitting Lemma by Jones [19].
P ro p o s itio n  2. Let Y  be a dcpo. Consider two given simple valuations pi = 
and p 2 =  EcElml in P Y  (or P^Y) .  Then p i  Ç  p 2 i f  and only i f  
for all b E 1̂ 11 and all c G |;i2| there exists a nonnegative number tb,c such that
$2cel/j2| — "̂b and 5Z6g|/ii| (or =  Sc) and tb,c 0 implies
6 Ç c.
T h e re o m  1 . [19] I f  X  is an {u)-continous dcpo, then the (normalized) probabilis­
tic power domain P X  is also (lj)-continuous and has a basis consisting o f simple 
valuations.
By the result in [6], the  upper space ( UX, D)  of any locally compact Hausdorff 
space X  is continuous. Thus by Theorem 1, P U X  and P ^ U X  are both continuous.
5.3. The Generalized Riemann Integral
In this section we will review briefly the definition of the generalized Riemann 
integration defined by A. Edalat. Some relevant results are included in this section.
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All the details can be found in [7].
Let /  : X  -> R be a bounded function and {X,  d) a compact metric space. Let /i 
be a normalized Borel measure on X .  Then from the result in [7], /i corresponds to 
a  unique valuation e(/x) =  ̂o .9“  ̂ G •S’̂ (AT) Ç P ^ U X  with support s(%), which is 
also a maximal element of P ^ UX.  Then ^  is identified w ith e(^).
D éfin itio n  1. For any simple valuation u =  G P U X ,  the generalized
Darboux lower sum o f f  with respect to 1/  is
S \ f , v )  =  Tfcinf f [b] .
6€|»/|
Similarly, the Darboux upper sum o f f  with respect to u is
S""{f,u) =  ^  r&sup/[6].
6ekl
R e m a rk : Becasue of the boundedness of /  , the Darboux lower sum and upper 
sum are both well-defined.
P ro p o s itio n  1. (1) Let  p i , ^  P ^ U X  be simple valuations with p \ Q P2 , then 
S ^ ( A M i ) < S ‘( f , p 2 ) and S ^ { f , p i ) > S ^ { f , p 2 ).
(2) I f  p i , p 2 G P ^ U X  are simple valuations with p \ , p 2 p,  then 3^{ f , p i )  <
D efin itio n  5. The lower integral o f f  with respect to p  on X  is
f  f  dp = sup 5 '(/,ix ).
J~
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The upper integral o f  f  with respect to p  on X  is
f  f  d p =  \nf S^{ f , u) .
D efin itio n  6. /  is R-integrable with respect to p  on X  i f  the lower integral equals 
the upper integral, i.e.,
J  f  dp = j  f  dp = J  f  dp.
Comparing this theory with the classical theory of the Riemann integration, 
one obtains similar properties and characterization of this type of integration. We 
collect some results, details can be found in [7, 14].
P ro p o s itio n  2. (Cauchy Condition) A  function f  : X  —> R is R-integrable i f  and 
only i f  for all e > 0 there exists a simple valuation u G P ^ U X  with u p sucli
that
S"(/ ,  I / ) - S ' ( / ,  ! / )< £ .
P ro p o s itio n  3. A  function f  is R-integrable with integral I  i f  and only i f  for all 
e >  0 there exists a simple valuation u =  E P ^ U X  with u p such
that
| /  -  ^bf{Cb)\ < €, 
beH
for Cb G b for each b G \u\.
P ro p o s itio n  4. (1) I f  f  is R-integrable and p  =  where [pi )  is an u>-chain
in P U X ,  then
f  f  dp = lim S ‘{ f , pi )  =  lim S^{ f , p i ) .
J  »—nx> t->oo
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(2) Increases to J  f  d^i and decreases to J  f  dfi.
P ro p o s it io n  5. (I) I f  f ,  g  are R-integrable with respect to p. then f  + g  is R- 
integrable with respect to p  and J  { f  + g)  dp = J  f  dp + J  g  dp. (ii) I f  f  is 
R-integrable with respect to p  and c e  R, then c f  is also R-integrable with respect 
to p and J  c f  dp = c J  f  dp.
T h e o re m  1. (i) A ny  continuous function f  : X  —¥ K is R-integrable with respect 
to p. (ii) A  bounded function f  is R-integrable with respect to a bounded Borel 
measure i f  and only i f  its set o f discontinuities has measure zero.
The next two theorems illustrate the relations between this type of integral and 
the classical Riemann integral and Lebesgue integral [7]:
T h e o re m  2. A  bounded real-valued function on a compact real interval is Riemann 
integrable i f  and only i f  it is R-integrable with respect to A the Lebesgue measure. 
Furthermore the two integrals are equal when they exist.
T h e o re m  3. I f  a bounded real-valued function f  is R-integrable with respect to a 
Borel rneasiure p on a compact metric space X , then it is also Lebesgue integrable 
and the two integrals coincide.
5.4. Integration on Maximal Point Space
Let /  : X  —f R be a  bounded function, where % is a  maximal point space. Let 
^  be a normalized Borel measure defined on X .  FVom the definition there exists an 
w-continuous domain P  satisfying condition ( |)  of Section 5.1 and there is a  domain
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hull for X : X  ^  M ax(P) ‘-4 P . Then we extend function /  to /  : P  -> R and 
extend jj. on the Borel algebra on X  to /Z on the Borel algebra on P  with respect 
to the Scott topology. In this way integration of /  on X  with respect to can be 
computed through computation integral of /  on P  with respect to Ji. By the results 
of last chapter we can compute the integral of /  on X  in a constructive way.
L em m a  1. Suppose that /  ; X  -4 R is bounded. We define a  function  /  : P  —y R 
where X  <-4 Afax(P) ^  P  is the domain hull as follows:
f { x )  = sup{inf{/(y) : y e  (Xn t  z)}}.
Then f {x)  < f { x )  for each x  e  X .
P ro o f: / ( x )  is well-defined, since the function /  is bounded, and supremum and 
infinmum exists uniquely. Let x  be in X . We claim th a t / ( x )  < f ( x) .  Since x  E X  
and z z , we have x  E (XD f  z). Then in f{ /(y ) . y E X , y  > z} < f {x) .  Therefore 
f i x )  <  f i x ) .  m
L em m a  2. The function defined above /  : P  -4 R is an extension o f f  provided f  
is Scott continuous, i.e., f i x )  =  f i x )  for each x E X .
P roo f: Prom the above we need only to establish th a t for all c > 0, f i x )  — e < f i x )  
when X E X .  Since /  is Scott continuous a t x,  there exists U open in X  with x E U 
such tha t f i U )  Ç ( /(x )  — e, oo). Then there exists a Scott open subset W  such 
tha t x  E W  and W  H X  Q U. Then there exists z  E W  such tha t z x. So 
inf / ( t  z n  X ) >  inf / ( W  D X )) >  inf f i U)  > f i x )  — e. Then by taking supremum, 
we have / (x )  >  f i x ) .  Thus we have /(x )  =  / (x )  for each x  E X  from Lemma 1. ■
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P ro p o s it io n  1. The extension f {x)  of  f  defined above is Scott continuous.
P ro o f: First we need to  show that /  is monotone. Let u < v. Then from the
definition, we know th a t z < ^ u < v  => z <^v. Hence we have
{z : z - ^ u )  <Z {z : z  v}.
Hence f ( u )  < f {v)  from the definition of / .
Next we need to show that /  preserve the supremum, i.e.,
/ ( L l “ *) =
where {u<} is a  directed family in P. But since we know th a t /  is monotone, and 
LJitj > Uj for each *, so we have /{|J«<) > Li/ ( “ *)• To show the other direction, 
notice {z •. z Ç |J^{z : z this is because P  is a  continuous domain.
So we have the other inequahty:
/ ( L J w j)=  sup {inf{/(î/) : Î /€  (X n  t  2)}}
*<|J U,
< M  sup {inf{/(y) ; y  € (Xfl t  z) } }
*<U,
Then /  is Scott continuous. ■
C o ro lla ry  1. The extension f  defined above is the largest continuous extension o f 
f i f  and only i f  f  is Scott continuous.
P ro o f: Let p : P  -4 R  be an extension of / ,  where g is Scott continuous. Then for 
each X e  P  we have x =  LJi<x Hence
9{x) = U  ^ U  : y G t  z)},
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by definition above this is the same as
g{x) <  sup{inf{p(y) : y  E (Xn t  z ) } } -
z ^ x
But p is an extension of / ,  so g(y)  =  f (y) .  Thus from the definition we have 
9 {x) < f ( x ) .  m
Next is a  standard result in measure theory (see details in [3]):
Let ^  be a class of sets in Y  and X  G Y .
T h e o re m  1. (i) I f  is a a-algebra in Y ,  then JF D X  is a a-algebra in X . (ii) If 
A  generates a o-algebra in Y ,  then A C \ X  generates a a-algebra in X :  a (X  A ^ )  =  
c r ( A ) n X .
C o ro lla ry  2. Then Borel a-algebra B x  in X  equals the Borel a-algebra B y  A X ,  
where B y  is Borel a-algebra in Y .
From the above corollary for a  given Borel measure on the Borel algebra B x  we can 
define
J i i B )  =  f i ( B n X ) ,  
where B  G B y  as an extension of /x to B y.
P ro p o s it io n  2. Suppose that X  e  B y . Then
J l ( B ) = p ( B n X ) ,
defines a measure on B y . Moreover a bounded function f  : Y  -4 R is integrable
with respect to JI i f  and only i f  f \ x  is integrable with respect to p and in this case
^  ^  / U  dp.
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P roof: Suppose th a t /  is integrable with respect to n. Then for each e >  0, there 
exists a partition “P  Ç B y  such th a t
Ji,V) -  <  e.
Let V  =  {B i € B y  n}. Then we have
n
(su p /(B ,)  -  i n f <  6.
1
But P ' =  {B i D X  G B x  : Î =  1, •. -, n} is a  partition of X .  Hence
n
(sup f {Bi  n x ) -  inf f { B i  n X)) fi{Bi D X )  <
1
n
(su p /(H i) -  inf f {Bi)) j I{Bi) .
1
Then S'^{f , fx,P' )  — S^( f , f i ,P' )  < e. Thus f \ x  is integrable with respect to
Suppose that f \ x  is integrable with respect to /x. Then for all e >  0 there 
exists a partition P'  with respect to B x  sucli tha t
But from Theorem 1 above for each Ci G P'  there exists Bi G B y  such that 
Ci =  Bi n  X  for Ï  =  1 , . . . ,  m .  Then { C i  D X  m ]  U  { T \ X } is a  partition
of Y  with respect to  By.  So
m
^  (sup /(Hi n X) -  inf /(Hi n X))7%(Hi D X)+
1
+ (s u p /(y \A -)  -  in f / ( y \% ) ) p ( y \% )  =
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=  (sup/(C i)  -  inf f {Ci ) )n{Ci )  < e.
1
Hence /  is integrable with respect to Ji.
Let I  =z f  d p  and J' = j  f  dfi. FVom the definition, for all e >  0, there 
J y  J x
exists {Ci €  B x  : i — 1 , . . . ,  m)  such that
m
/ '< ^ i n f / ( C i ) / x ( C i )  +  e.
1
FVom the hypothesis, Ci = BiC\ X  for some Bi € By- Hence [Bi A %} and Y \ X  is 
a partition of Y . Hence we have
m
r  < Y ^ i n f  f (Ci )ni Ci )  + e = J 2 'm î / { C i M C i )  +  inf f { Y \ X ) p { Y \ X )  + e < I  + e. 
1 1
Hence we have I '  — I  < c. Similarly we can obtain I  — V  < e. Therefore by letting
e —> 0 we obtmn the result. ■
W ith above preparations we can give the following theorem:
T h e o re m  2. Let X  be maximal point space and f  : X  -4 R a bounded Scott
continuous function. Then f  is integrable with respect to p. and
J x f  dp = J p f  dji.
Since P  is w-continuous domain, its probabilistic power domain is also ui- 
continuous with basis of simple valuations. Therefore p  =  (Jp i. Then from the 
result of Section 4.2, we have
J x f  dp = J p f  d j i - \ _ j j p f  dpi.
Then we obtain a  constructive way of computing integral of f  on X .
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Corollary 3. Let X  be a Polish space and /  : X  —> R a bounded Scott continuous
function. Then we have
f  f  dp = f  f  dp,
J x  J b x
where { BX,  Ç) is the domain o f formal balls.
P roof; Prom Theorem  1 in Section 5.1, we know X  is a  maximal point space. 
Furthermore, {BX,  Ç) is the domain hull. Hence by applying Theorem 2 we obtain 
the result. ■
Now consider X  is compact separable m etric space. From integration theory 
developed by A. Edalat and introduced in Section 5.2, we can compute the integral 
of /  in this sense. In the following we show this integraJ is the same as the integral 
developed in Section 3.3.
T h e o re m  3. Let /  : X  —> R be a  bounded Scott continuous, where X  is a compact 
separable metric space. I f  f  is R- integrable in a sense defined by A. Edalat, then 
we have
( Edalat) f  f  dp = f  f  dp.
Jx Jx
P roof: From Section 5.1, we know that U X  is domain hull of X . Hence we can 
carry out the computations as described above. First we extend the Borel measure 
p  on X  to p a n  U X . Since P ^ U X  is continous, so p  = rji, where rji is a  sequence 
of simple valuations satisfying rji p. Hence from the definition given in Section 
5.2, we know the upper integral and lower integral of /  are the same, i.e.,
I f  dp = sup S\ f , T j )  =  sup 'Y \  Tbird J{b),
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equals to
[  f  d u — inf S^{ f , r ] )=  sup ^  r& sup/(6),
where rj =  $Z6G|r>| with Si, being a  point valuation.
By Proposition 1 above , we know tha t /  is a  Scott continuous extension of / .  
From results in Secton 3.3 and Section 4.1, we know th a t /  is integrable with respect 
to /T and all simple valuations. Hence we can apply the computation theorem in 
Section 4.2 and Theorem  2 above to find the integral of f  on UX ,  i.e.,
[  I  dfi = [  f  d f j = \ \ f  f  drji. 
J x  J u x  „-Ti„ J u x•'UX
But from Proposition 1 of Section 4.1.2 we know th a t for each simple valuation 
V =  EsGhI
[  f  d v =  ^  n f i b ) .  
b€h|
However, we can calculate /  from the definition:
Hence
f (b)  =  su p in f{ /(z ) : z €  ( t  c n  %)} =  sup inf /(c )  =  inf f{b).  
c4Cb c<Cb
This is the lower integral of /  on % defined by Edalat (see Section 5.2) and is the 
integral of /  on % since /  is integrable. Hence we have
f  f  dfX = f  f \ X  d/i =  (Ekialat) f  f  d/i.
J u x  J x  J x
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C orollary 4. (i) Let X  =  [a, 6] and f  a bounded Scott continuous function. If f
Is R-integrable then
(Riemann) f  f  dX = f  f  dX. 
Ja J B\a,b]
(ii) Let X  be compact Polish space and f  : X  HSL be bounded Scott continu­
ous. Then i f  f  is R-integrable, then we have
(Lebesgue) I f  d p  =  I  f  d p .  
J x  J b x
P ro o f: By applying Theorem 2, Theorem 3 in Section 5.3 and Theorem 3 above, 
we can obtain the results as special cases. ■
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CHAPTER 6. HECKMANN’S APPROACH
In this Chapter we first introduce some basic concepts and theory, and  then 
briefly give an  introduction of theory of the integration defined by Heckmann in [18]. 
Based on these preparations we estabhsh the equivalence of the integral introduced 
by Heckmann and our approacli of integration defined in Chapter 2.
6.1 Some Basics
In this section we introduce some basic theory which will be useful to study 
the integration defined by Heckmann. One can see the details in [18].
Let % be a  topological space. Let f lX  be the set of open sets of X .  T hen CtX 
can be topologized in the following two ways:
First consider {QX,  Ç) as a poset. Clearly it is a dcpo. Then it can be endowed 
with the Scott topology. We call this space f laX.  In another way f l X  can be given 
the point topology with subbasis { 0 (z ) : x  G X ) ,  this topology is denoted as QpX.  
A set O  of open sets is open in the point topology if and only if for every O G O 
there is a  finite set F  such that O G 0 { F )  C O.  It is clear that QpX  Ç since 
{0{x)  : X E X }  is Scott open in 0*%.
For two spaces X  and Y , the pointwise function spekce [X —> Y]p consists of all 
continuous functions f  : X  Y  with subbase {(r —> V)  : x E X , V  E flV} where 
{x V)  = { f  : f  : X  —¥ Y, f x  E V}.  The tensor product X  0  Y  has the topology 
as follows: a set W  is open in X  ® F" if for every (x, y)  in W,  there are open set U 
of X  and F  of y  such tha t (x,y) G {a;} x V  Ç W  and (x,y) E U x  {y} C W.  A  
function f  : X  0 Y  Z  is continuous if and only if all the functions f x  : Y  Z
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with f x V  =  f ( x , y )  and f ^ : X —̂ Z  with f ^ x  =  f { x , y )  are continuous if and only 
if p : % —» [y  -+ Z ] p  with g x y  =  f { x , y )  is well-defined and continuous. Often 
a continuous function f  : X  0  Y  Z  i a called continuous in the two arguments 
separately. Composition o is defined as: [V -4 Z ] p  ® [X -> Y ] p  [X -4 Z ] p  with  
{9 ° / ) ( z )  =  g { f x )  is continuous.
For every two spaces X  and Y  the function f2p : [X  —f Y]p -4  [ClpY -4 ÇîpX]p 
with Clpf{V)  =  f ~ V  is well-defined and continuous.
The Isbell function space [X -4 Y]i  consists of all continuous functions /  : 
X  -4 y  with subbase {{U ir- V) : U e  G O y }  where {U 4- V)  =  { /  :
X  - 4  Y \ f ~ V  G U ) .  Since (re —4 V) =  {0{x)  <— V), the topology of [X -4 Y]i  
includes that [X —4 Y\p.
Similar to the pointwise function space, f  : X  x  Y  —4 Z is continuous then 
the curried variant g X  \Y —4 Z]i is well-defined and continuous. Composition 
o : [y  - 4  Z] ® [X —4 Y]i  -4 [X -4 Z]i with {g o /)rc =  g( / x )  is continuous.
For every two To-spaces X  and Y  the function : [X -4 y ]  -4 [ f iy  —4 flX ] 
with ^ a f  =  f ~  is injective no matter which topology is chosen for the two function 
spaces. If [VtgY —4 OaX] is equipped with the pointwise topology, it is just the 
Isbell topology on [X -4 y ] which makes fZ* into an embedding. Hence we obtain a 
continuous function fZ* : [X —4 y ]j —4 [IZ*y —4 fZ,X]p, whose type differs from that 
of the continuous function fZp.
Because there are different topologies on the space fZX hence there are different 
continuity notions as defined in the following: (1) A valuation y. is Scott continuous 
if and only if n  : fZ,X —4 IR+ is continuous; (2) A valuation y.  is point continuous if
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and only if /x : VlpX —> R+ is continuous, where R+ =  [0, +cx>) and R+ =  [0, -foo].
IVom the definition it is easy to  obtain th a t every point continuous valuation is 
Scott continuous. The converse is true in the situation when % is a  locally finitary. 
We list the results in the following. See details in [18].
T h e o re m  1. Every Scott continuous valuation on a  locally finitary space is point 
continuous.
Since every continuous dcpo is locally finitary then we have
C o ro lla ry  1. On a  continuous dcpo every Scott continuous valuation is point con­
tinuous.
T h e o re m  2. Every Scott or point continuous valuation can be obtained as a di­
rected join o f bounded Scott continuous or poin t continuous valuations.
Let V X  be the set of all Scott continuous valuations on X ,  and VpX  the set 
of all point continuous valuations. We topologize these sets as subspaces of the 
pointwise function space -> R+jp.
T h e o re m  3. Let X  and Y  be topological spaces. Then every continuous linear 
function from VpX to a To-cone is uniquely determined by  its values on point val­
uations.
Next theorem is very im portant in introducing the integral by Heckmann:
T h e o re m  4. VpX is the free locally convex sober cone over X  in T O V .
This theorem says tha t VpX is a  locally convex-based sober cone, and for every 
continuous function f  : X  M  from a  topological space % to a  locally convex
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sober cone M , there is a unique continuous linear function /  : VpX  —> M  with 
f  o s = f ,  i.e., / (x )  =  f x  for all x  € A", where s : X  V X  with ax =  x, a  point 
valuation.
6.2 Heckmann’s Approach
In this section we introduce briefly the integration defined by Heckmann [14] 
and also some properties of this approach of integration are discussed.
Let % be a topological space and f  G [X R+]i.
D e fin itio n  1. Integration is defined as a function  /  : [% -+ R+]» ® V X
J x
which is continuous in the two arguments separately.
The function I is constructed from the following processes:
J x
1. The function fl, : [X —> R+]i —> [fiaR+ —> n .X jp  with 0 * /  =  f ~  is continuous. 
This is so because the Isbell topology is chosen.
2. Using fia we m ap from [X  -> VX  -4 [fiaR+ fiaXjp® [fiaX K+jp-
Then we can use function composition to have [figR+ R+]p =  VR.^.. This 
composition is continuous in its two arguments separately.
3. Since R+ is a continuous dcpo so VR+ =  V^R^-.
4. R 4. is a locally convex sober cone. By the Theorem 4 identity id : R^. -4  R+
can be extended to a  continuous linear function id  : V^R+ —> R+ with the property
id{f)  =  r  for all r  6 R.
By putting all these together we have J  : [X  R+]g ® V X  R+
(/,A*) = i d { p o f ~ ) .
L>x
which is continuous in its two arguments separately.
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T h e o re m  1. (i). Integration I  . [ X  R+]<® V X  R+ is continuous in its  two
Jx
arguments separately; (ii). Integration is Scott continuous in its two arguments;
(Hi). Integration is linear in both arguments; (iv). For f  : X  R+ and x  E X ,
f (/,®) =  f x .Jx
6.3 Equivalence of Integrations
In this section consider f  : X  —¥ R+ be a  bounded Scott continuous function. 
Then from Section 3.3, then /  is integrable and we also have a formula to compute 
this integral. On the other hand from the theory of integration developed by Heck- 
matm in the previous section we can obtain another integral of / .  We will prove in 
this section these two integrals are the same.
Let id  : R+ —f R+ be the identity. Since is convex-based sober cone,
then id  has a linear extension from V^R+ to  R+ such that id(x) =  x. The following 
lemma provide a  concrete form for tins extension of id.
L em m a  1. The extension id : VpR+ —̂ R+ is given by
id{n) = I  fj,{x,oo) dx.
J r +
P roof: By Theorem 3 in Section 6.1, the continuous linear function from VpX  to a 
cone is uniquely determined by its values on point valuations. Consider a function 
g : VpX  —> [R_|. —► R+] defined as g{p){t) =  p{t,oo). Then it is clear tha t g is Scott 
continuous. Then since p{t ,oo)  is monotone, so it is Riemann integrable. T hen we 
define another function F  : [R+ -> R+] R+ defined as F{g) = I  g dx.  This
J r +
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function is also Scott continuous since we can apply monotone convergence theorem. 
Therefore the  composition F o g :  VpX -> -¥ R4.] —> IRLf is Scott continuous.
Hence
P ° 9{f^) =  /  00) dt.
JR .̂
It is obvious to see th a t this function is linear. Now let rjr be a point valuation 
where r  G R + . Then
^  ° giVr) = /  r]r{t ,oo)dt= I r j r{ t , oo)dt+  /  T]r{t,oo) dt = r.
VR+ Jo J r
But we know tha t id{rjr) = r. Hence by the uniqueness theorem in Section 6.1 we
conclude th a t
T h e o re m  1. Let f  E [X IR+] be bounded function and ^  E V X . Then  we have
f  ifyii) = [ f  dfx.
J x  J x
P ro o f: By the  definition of the integral introduce in Section 6.2 we know
f  = f ~) .
J x
But from the lemma above we have
i d ( n o f - ) =  f  {f io f~)(t,cx>)dt.
Jr+
Then from the Corollary 2 of Section 2.3,
f  it^o f - ) ( t , oo )  dt = f  f  dfi.
Jfu J x
W hen f  : D  R+ is Scott continuous and fj. =  [J^ /xj where I? is a dcpo and 
fii is simple valuation for each i, the  proof of equivalence is more direct.
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T h e o re m  2. Let f  : D —¥ R+ be Scott continuous and fi =  [J^ /x* where {/z* ; i  G /}  
is directed fam ily o f simple valuations and D is a dcpo. Then f  is integrable with 
respect to p. Moreover we have
[  f  dp = f  i f , p ) .  
J x  J x
P ro o f: Since /  is Scott continuous then /  is integrable with respect to S  where 
<S is semi-algebra of crescents of Scott topology. Hence from Theorem 1 in Section 
4.2.2 we know that
But we know th a t
f  f  d p i -  Tafia).
On the other hand, by linearity of the integral defined in Section 6.2 and Scott 
continuity, we have
At) =  j
But from Theorem  1 in section 6.2,
ju,h-i)= 53 Ĵ if,Va) = 53
Hence we are done.
C oro lla ry . Let D  be a continuous domain and p a continuous valuation on D. 
Then i f  f  : D  R+ is Scott continuous, then f  is integrable with respect to p. 
Moreover we have
f  f  dp = f  i f , p ) .
J x  J x
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P ro o f: Just notice th a t since D  is continuous domain then P D  is also continuous 
domain where P D  is probabilistic power domain. Then there exists a collection of 
simple valuatons {/Xj : t G /}  such that /x =  (J^ /x̂ . Then by applying theorem above 
we are done. ■
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